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Newly Released Summer Sippers 
Wine Consumers are still looking for great values, and Oak Grove Delivers 

 
Alamo, CA – As the summer season fast approaches, and lighter fare takes on 
renewed favor, Oak Grove is proud to announce our newly released white wines: 
 

• 2010 Oak Grove Reserve Pinot Grigio ~ $7.99 SRP 
• 2010 Oak Grove Reserve Sauvignon Blanc ~ $7.99 SRP 
• 2010 Oak Grove Reserve Viognier ~ $7.99 SRP 
• 2010 Oak Grove Reserve Chardonnay ~ $7.99 SRP 

 
What could be more stately and picturesque in the middle of a vineyard than an oak 
grove? Having stood all the tests of time, while enjoying a prolific wealth of 
fortitude, an oak grove gives back to the land in more than full measure. It’s these 
qualities of strength, endurance, and virtue that give Oak Grove Reserve Wines its 
name.  
 
Oak Grove wines are easy, everyday drinking wines that fit perfectly into the “Best 
Value” or “Best Buy” category. An upscale package with quality wine, for this 
under $10 price point, makes Oak Grove perfect for everyday enjoyment, or what to 
pour at large gatherings… They’re perfectly priced for a bridal reception, a 
company barbeque, or a family picnic. 
 
A perfect “house” wine for a consumer or a restaurateur, Oak Grove delivers a 
quality in wine that one would expect from a much more expensive bottle of wine. 
Made for value and enjoying, Oak Grove wines…. Oak Grove wines are distributed 
nationally, and have a very successful track record with its sales popularity. 
 
With the release of the 2010 vintages, Oak Grove is pleased to announce its new 
image. Please review the comparatives below, and you will witness subtle, yet 
classic, changes.  
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This is the new label for 2011. This is the earlier version. 
 
 

                          
 
 
 
If you have any questions or comments, or would like sample any of these newly released 
wines, please contact jo@diaz-communications.com, or by calling Jo at [707] 620-0788. 
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